Why Choose a QP 5 Coatings and Lining Inspection Company
Back Your Project with an Accredited Organization

Coatings and linings are the best method to extend the life of your asset or facility. By choosing a QP 5 accredited inspection company, you are helping to ensure that work is done correctly and according to plan. With a QP 5 accredited company, the inspection of your project is backed by an organization with proven processes, procedures, and organizational resources.

Why specify QP 5?
- Organizational Backing – The quality assurance of your project is backed by a top-tier accredited organization.
- Coating Failure Reduction – Further reduce the risk of a costly coating failure on your project with QP 5.
- Longer Asset Life – Properly applied coatings assured by inspection extend asset life and reduce the need for an early recoat.
- Inspection Company Selection – Use QP 5 to help you select the inspection company for your next project.

Take the next step.
Add value to your upcoming projects by adding QP 5 to your specifications. Specifying a QP 5 inspection company will help your project run closer to plan with fewer callbacks and the knowledge that the coating will last.

Have questions about how to include QP 5 in your next project? Reach out to the QP team

www.ampp.org
QPinfo@ampp.org